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Ultrasonic radiative transfer in polycrystalline media:
Effects of a fluid–solid interface

Joseph A. Turner and Richard L. Weaver
Department of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 216 Talbot Laboratory, 104 South Wright Street,
University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign, Urbana, Illinois 61801

~Received 14 November 1994; revised 9 May 1995; accepted 15 May 1995!

In previous derivations of the ultrasonic radiative transfer equation~URTE! for the modeling of
multiply scattered diffuse ultrasound in polycrystalline media, the boundary conditions appropriate
to experiments performed in a water bath were not used. In the present work, this fluid–solid
boundary condition is discussed as it applies to the URTE. An interpolation scheme is developed
that is consistent with the discrete ordinates method used for the solution of the URTE. Steady-state
and time-dependent results are presented for the solution of the URTE with a fluid–solid boundary
condition. The steady-state results show that diffusive behavior is exhibited nearer the specimen
surface than before. The time-dependent results show the qualitative change one might expect from
such a boundary condition. ©1995 Acoustical Society of America.

PACS numbers: 43.20.Bi, 43.20.Gp, 43.35.Cg

INTRODUCTION

Microstructural characterization of polycrystalline met-
als is often performed using ultrasonic backscatter
techniques.1–3 The backscattered diffuse or incoherent sig-
nals, also called grain noise, contain microstructural informa-
tion about grain size, orientation, and composition which is
useful for materials characterization. The grain noise can
also interfere with flaw detection. Understanding the scatter-
ing mechanism is thus important. When the time and/or
length scales of a backscatter experiment are long compared
with the time and length scales of the random scattering
events occurring within the medium, multiple-scattering ef-
fects become important. The multiple-scattering problem has
two limits. In the limit of early times or weakly scattering
materials, and for experiments involving focused transduc-
ers, a single-scattering approximation has been successful for
modeling grain noise.1–3 This assumption implies that the
incident wave strikes only one scatterer before being de-
tected. In the opposite limit, at late times after the energy has
scattered many times, the behavior is governed by a diffusion
equation.4,5 The intermediate multiple-scattering regime has
not, however, been fully utilized for microstructural charac-
terization possibly because of the lack of an adequate theory
with which to describe corresponding experiments.

A method was recently proposed to model the multiple
scattering of diffuse ultrasound in polycrystalline
materials.5–7 It has its foundations in optical radiative trans-
fer theory which was developed to quantify the diffuse scat-
tering of light from planetary and stellar atmospheres.8–10

The ultrasonic radiative transfer equation~URTE! is derived
for a polycrystalline medium through an examination of en-
semble averaged responses of the elastic wave equation by
use of the Bethe–Salpeter equation.5,6 The URTE is expected
to be valid within the limit of its primary assumption that the
material heterogeneity is weak. Many materials of interest
satisfy this requirement and thus are expected to be modeled
appropriately by the URTE.

The URTE was previously solved for both the steady-
state and time-dependent cases.6,7 These results showed that
the multiply scattered energy contains much more micro-
structural information than is available to conventional sin-
gly scattered measurements.1–3 For both of these problems a
transparent boundary condition was assumed such that the
diffuse energy entering the medium was set to zero. How-
ever, experiments with diffuse ultrasound are ordinarily per-
formed in a water bath. In this case, a large amount of the
energy incident on the front face of the specimen will be
coherently reflected and not enter the specimen. A consider-
able amount of the internally scattered diffuse energy will
likewise reflect from the interface back into the specimen
and be further scattered. Because these effects may become
important after only a few scatterings, they must be appro-
priately included in the ultrasonic radiative transfer model.
Reflective boundary conditions are also important when the
specimen cannot be accurately modeled as semi-infinite so
that reflections from the lower boundary must also be in-
cluded.

In the next section the URTE with appropriate fluid–
solid boundary conditions is briefly discussed. Section II
contains the derivation of the reflection and transmission co-
efficients necessary for the reflective boundary condition.
Section III contains the development of an interpolation
scheme which is necessary for use with the discrete ordinates
solution method.11 Steady-state and time-dependent results
of the URTE with a reflective boundary condition are then
presented in Secs. IV and V, respectively.

I. ULTRASONIC RADIATIVE TRANSFER THEORY

Consider a polycrystalline specimen with Voigt average
longitudinal and transverse wave speedscL and cT , im-
mersed in a fluid bath with wave speedcf . The fourth-rank
elastic moduli tensor is assumed to be of the form

Ci jkl ~x!5Ci jkl
0 1g i jkl ~x!, ~1!
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whereCi jkl
0 are the Voigt average moduli andg i jkl are the

elastic moduli fluctuations which depend upon the position
vectorx. The fluctuations are assumed small such thatg!C0

and have an ensemble average of zero~^g&50!. The material
is presumed statistically homogeneous and isotropic which
implies thatC0 is independent ofx and of the standard iso-
tropic form.5,6 The material property of interest is then the
covariance of the moduli fluctuations,^gg&, which is as-
sumed to be of the form

^gabgd~x!g i jkl ~x8!&5J i jkl
abgdW~ ux2x8u!. ~2!

The eighth-rank tensorJ is assumed independent of po-
sition. The geometric correlation functionW defines the
probability that two points within the medium,x andx8, lie
within the same crystallite. The form of Eq.~2! is obtained
from the assumption that all crystallite orientations are
equally likely and that the material is statistically isotropic
and statistically homogeneous.5,6

The specimen is excited by a normally incident plane
wave with incident fluxFL0 as shown in Fig. 1. Furthermore,
for the time-dependent problem, the incident field is ideal-
ized as a delta function in time as discerned on the time scale
of the slowly evolving diffuse field. One may think of this
field as a short tone burst with center frequencyv. Time
domain results for longer tone bursts may be found by con-
volution.

The URTE for this problem is6,7

m
]II~z,t,m!

]z
1c=21

]II~z,t,m!

]t
1~k=1y= !II~z,t,m!

5
1

2E21

11

P= ~m;m8!II~z,t,m8!dm81SI L~m,m0!

3e2sLz/m0d~ t2z/cLm0!, ~3!

where the Stokes vectorII contains the five elastic Stokes
parameters, one longitudinal,I L , and four shear,I SV, I SH ,
U, andV, which characterize the diffuse intensity. The spe-
cific intensitiesI L , I SV, and I SH are proportional to the re-
spective average square longitudinal, shear vertical, and
shear horizontal displacements and have units of energy per
unit area per unit time per unit solid angle. The parametersU
andV are related to the coherent interference between the
two shear waves which is maintained over long distances
because of the identical wave speeds of these waves. The

Stokes vector is a function of depth, time, and the direction
of propagation defined bym5cosu, where u is the angle
between thez axis and the direction of propagation. The
matricesc= , k= , and y= define the wave speed, scattering, and
absorption matrices.6

The Mueller matrixP= governs the scattering between
the Stokes parameters which comprise the multiple-
scattering process. Each componentPi j is of the form

Pi j}W̃J ....v̂p̂ŝr̂
....ûp̂ŝq̂ , ~4!

whereû, v̂, q̂, and r̂ are the displacement vectors andp̂ and
ŝ are the incident and scatter directions which are separated
by an angleQps . Thus P= contains combinations of inner
products of the covariance of elastic moduli fluctuations and
wave vectors. The matrixP= is also a function of the spatial
Fourier transform of the two-point geometric correlation
function of the material properties given byW̃, which is a
function ofQps and the length scale of the medium. It has
been derived for polycrystalline aggregates of cubic and hex-
agonal crystallites and is parametrically dependent upon the
excitation frequencyv. The Mueller matrix contains all of
the relevant statistical information about the scattering me-
dium.

The URTE is a first-order integro-partial differential
equation which, for a general Mueller matrix, has nontrivial
solutions. The left-hand side of the URTE represents the
propagation and subsequent attenuation~due to both scatter-
ing and absorption! of the Stokes parameters in them direc-
tion. The right-hand side is composed of two source terms.
The integral term represents the total energy entering the
scattering volume from them8 direction that scatters into the
directionm. Thus this term appears as a secondary source of
intensity. The second term on the right-hand side of Eq.~3!
containingSI L is the source due to the incident wave that has
singly scattered. The quantitySI L is proportional to the flux of
the incident wave. Numerical solutions for both the steady-
state and the time-dependent URTE have been developed
using the discrete ordinates method.6,7,11 For both of these
problems a transparent boundary condition was assumed
such that the diffuse energy entering the medium at the sur-
face was set to zero,II(z50,t,m.0)50. This boundary con-
dition does not appropriately model experiments performed
in a water bath. Therefore a modification is necessary. Per-
haps the simplest way to include the surface reflection is to
modify this homogeneous boundary condition. With a reflec-
tive boundary, the downward intensity is linearly related to
the upward intensity as follows:

II~z50,t,m.0!5R= II~z50,t,m,0!. ~5!

The reflection matrixR= relates the upward propagating
~m,0! Stokes parameters to the downward propagating
~m.0! Stokes parameters at the specimen surface,z50.
Once the intensities in the solid are calculated, the intensity
in the fluid is found using the transmission vectorTI which
relates the Stokes parameters in the solid to the fluid Stokes
parameterI f by

I f5TI TII~z50,t,m,0!, ~6!

where theT superscript denotes the transpose.

FIG. 1. Geometry of the problem.
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The components ofR= and TI are related to the power
reflection coefficients prevalent in the literature.12–15 These
components are now derived.

II. DERIVATION OF THE REFLECTION MATRIX

The form of the reflection matrix and transmission vec-
tor given in Eqs.~5! and ~6! may immediately be written as

R= 5F RLL
I RSVL

I 0 0 0

RLSV
I RSVSV

I 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 RUU
I RVU

I

0 0 0 RUV
I RVV

I

G ,
~7!

TI 55
TLf
I

TSVf
I

0
0
0

6 .

The superscriptI is used as a reminder that these are
reflection and transmission coefficients for the specific inten-
sities. The longitudinal and shear vertical Stokes parameters
couple to each other and are the only intensities that couple
with the fluid. The shear horizontal intensity reflects entirely
into itself. TheU andV components affect only each other
as discussed by Tsanget al.10 for the electromagnetic case.
BecauseU andV describe the coherence of the two shear
components,6,11 these two parameters do not transmit into the
fluid because of the zero transmission of the shear horizontal
mode.

The derivation of the components ofR= and TI is now
discussed. The reflection and refraction of incident longitu-
dinal and shear waves is given most compactly by
Brekhovskikh and Godin15 in terms of potential functions.
Their work will be outlined here.

Consider the reflection and transmission at an interface
shown in Fig. 2 for a fluid–solid system. The upper half-
space is a fluid with densityr f and wave speedcf . The
lower half-space is the scattering solid with densityr and
longitudinal and transverse wave speedscL andcT , respec-

tively. An incident potential,f1 or c1, reflects intof2 andc2
and reflects intof f in the fluid. Since the fluid does not
support shear waves,c f50. The longitudinal and shear ver-
tical displacement amplitudes are related to the potentials as
uL5vf/cL anduSV5vc/cT , respectively. The pressure in
the fluid is p5rv2f f . For an incident longitudinal plane
wave described by the potentialf1, the reflected and re-
fracted potentials are proportional to the incident potential
and given by

f25VLLf1 , c25VLSVf1 , f f5WLff1 . ~8!

For an incident shear vertical wave described by the potential
c1, the reflected and refracted potentials are given by

f25VSVLc1 , c25VSVSVc1 , f f5WSVfc1 . ~9!

The quantitiesVLL , VLSV, WLf , VSVL, VSVSV, andWSVf

given in Eqs.~8! and ~9! are the reflection and transmission
coefficients for the potentials defined as15

VLL5
Zf1ZSV sin

2 2uSV2ZL cos
2 2uSV

Zf1ZSV sin
2 2uSV1ZL cos

2 2uSV
,

VLSV52
2~12VLL!cot uL sin

2 uSV
cos 2uSV

, ~10!

WLf5
~12VLL!tan u f cot uL

cos 2uSV
,

for Eqs.~8! and

VSVSV52
Zf1ZL cos

2 2uSV2ZSV sin
2 2uSV

Zf1ZL cos
2 2uSV1ZSV sin

2 2uSV
,

VSVL5
~11VSVSV!tan uL cos 2uSV

2 sin2 uSV
, ~11!

WSVf5
~11VSVSV!tan u f

2 sin2 uSV
,

for Eqs.~9! where the impedances are defined as

Zf5
r fcf
cosu f

, ZL5
rcL
cosuL

, ZSV5
rcT

cosuSV
. ~12!

At the interface between the fluid and the solid, energy
flux normal to the boundary must balance. For an incident
longitudinal wave this energy balance is given by14,15

15
EL

1

EL
2 1

ESV
1

EL
2 1

Ef
2

EL
2

5uVLLu21
tan uL
tan uSV

1 uVLSVu21
r f tan uL
r tan u f

uWLf u2. ~13!

For an incidentSVwave

15
ESV

1

ESV
2 1

EL
1

ESV
2 1

Ef
2

ESV
2

5uVSVSVu21
tan uSV
tan uL

1 uVSVLu21
r f tan uSV
r tan u f

uWSVfu2.

~14!

FIG. 2. Reflection and transmission of potential functions.
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In Eqs. ~13! and ~14! the 1 and 2 superscripts designate
energy propagating in them.0 andm,0 directions, respec-
tively. From these two equations the power reflection and
transmission coefficients may be defined as

RLL
p 5uVLLu2, RLSV

p 5uVLSVu2
tan uL
tan uSV

,

TLf
p 5uWLf u2

r f tan uL
r tan u f

,

~15!

RSVSV
p 5uVSVSVu2, RSVL

p 5uVSVLu2
tan uSV
tan uL

,

TSVf
p 5uWSVfu2

r f tan uSV
r tan u f

,

where the superscriptp implies that these are power reflec-
tion and transmission coefficients. With these definitions, the
flux balance equations becomeRLL

p 1RLSV
p 1TLf

p 51 and
RSVSV

p 1RSVL
p 1TSVf

p 51. Ergin16 has plotted the square root
of these power coefficients as a function of incident angle for
three different parameter regimes.

The Stokes parameters that reflect and transmit must
also satisfy this flux balance. These parameters were defined
as the energy per time per areaper solid angle. Thus any
beam divergence due to reflection or transmission must be
examined. The reflection and transmission of an incident lon-
gitudinal Stokes parameter are depicted in Fig. 3. A longitu-
dinal Stokes parameterI L

2 with beam widthdVL impinges at
the interface at orientation angleuL , defined from the nor-
mal. Two intensities are reflected from the interface: a lon-
gitudinal intensityI L

1 with beamwidthdVL and orientation
angleuL and a shear vertical intensityI SV

1 with beamwidth
dVSV and orientation angleuSV. One intensity,I f , is trans-
mitted into the fluid with beamwidthdV f and orientation
angleu f . The incremental beamwidthdV is related to the
orientation angle u and azimuthal anglef by dV
5sinu du df for each of the particular beams.

Conservation of power flux at the surface implies that
for an incident longitudinal Stokes parameter

I L
2 cosuL da dVL5I L

1 cosuL da dVL

1I SV
1 cosuSV da dVSV

1I f
2 cosu f da dV f ~16!

or

15
I L

1

I L
2 1

I SV
1

I L
2

cosuSV dVSV

cosuL dVL
1
I f

2

I L
2

cosu f dV f

cosuL dVL
. ~17!

Similarly, for an incident shear vertical intensity

15
I SV

1

I SV
2 1

I L
1

I SV
2

cosuL dVL

cosuSV dVSV
1

I f
2

I SV
2

cosu f dV f

cosuSV dVSV
.

~18!

These equations may be simplified by differentiating Snell’s
Law,

sin uL
cL

5
sin uSV
cT

5
sin u f

cf
, ~19!

which gives

cosuL duL
cL

5
cosuSV duSV

cT
5
cosu f du f

cf
. ~20!

Multiplying Eqs. ~19! and ~20! together and noting that
dfL5dfSV5df f gives the relation between the solid
angles needed in Eqs.~17! and ~18!:

cosuL dVL

cL
2 5

cosuSV dVSV

cT
2 5

cosu f dV f

cf
2 . ~21!

The power flux relationship that the Stokes parameters must
satisfy is then

15
I L

1

I L
2 1

I SV
1

I L
2

cT
2

cL
2 1

I f
2

I L
2

cf
2

cL
2 ~22!

for an incident longitudinal wave and

15
I SV

1

I SV
2 1

I L
1

I SV
2

cL
2

cT
2 1

I f
2

I SV
2

cf
2

cT
2 ~23!

for an incident shear vertical wave. Thus a beam divergence
of the Stokes parameters is seen which is proportional to the
square of the wave-speed ratio for the respective Stokes pa-
rameters. Comparing Eqs.~13! and ~14! for the energy flux
balance with Eqs.~22! and~23! for the Stokes parameter flux
balance leads to the definition of the specific intensity reflec-
tion and transmission coefficients. For an incident longitudi-
nal Stokes parameter

RLL
I 5RLL

p 5uVLLu2,

RLSV
I 5RLSV

p
cL
2

cT
2 5uVLSVu2

tan uL
tan uSV

cL
2

cT
2 , ~24!

TLf
I 5TLf

p
cL
2

cf
2 5uWLf u2

r f tan uL
r tan u f

cL
2

cf
2 ,

and for an incident shear vertical

FIG. 3. Reflection and transmission of Stokes parameters.
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RSVSV
I 5RSVSV

p 5uVSVSVu2,

RSVL
I 5RSVL

p
cT
2

cL
2 5uVSVLu2

tan uSV
tan uL

cT
2

cL
2 , ~25!

TSVf
I 5TSVf

p
cT
2

cf
2 5uWSVfu2

r f tan uSV
r tan u f

cT
2

cf
2 .

The U and V reflection coefficients are related to the
two shear component reflections. The definitions ofU andV
and the fact that the shear horizontal mode reflects com-
pletely gives the reflection coefficients forU andV,

RUU
I 5RVV

I 52Re~VSVSV!,
~26!

RUV
I 52RVU

I 52Im~VSVSV!.

These coefficients agree with those given by Tsanget al.10

for the reflection of electromagnetic waves from the interface
between two materials with differing permittivities.

The derived reflection and transmission coefficients are
now discussed with regard to implementation using the dis-
crete ordinates method which is used to solve Eq.~3!.

III. IMPLEMENTATION USING DISCRETE ORDINATES

The solution method outlined previously11 made use of
the discrete ordinates method in which the intensities were
discretized in angle. One may immediately see a problem
that arises when this method is used with the reflection
boundary condition. When a longitudinal~or shear vertical!
intensity is incident on the interface, the portion that mode
converts into shear vertical~or longitudinal! will not, in gen-
eral, fall on the chosen ordinates. This complication would
arise in electromagnetic problems only when the interface of
two dissimilar materials is considered. For the ultrasonic
case, some type of interpolation is then necessary. An inter-
polation scheme is derived here that is consistent with the
underlying character of the discrete ordinates method.

According to the methodology of the discrete ordinates
method,8–10 the integral of some functionf (m) is approxi-
mated using Gaussian quadrature as

E
21

11

f ~m!dm> (
j52N

1N

aj f ~m j !,

aj5
1

P2N8 ~m j !
E

21

11 P2N~m!

~m2m j !
dm, ~27!

whereP2N is the 2Nth Legendre polynomial with the prime
denoting a derivative. Theaj ’s are the quadrature weights
and them j ’s the quadrature divisions which are the zeroes of
P2N. This approximation is equivalent to expanding the in-
tegrand in terms of polynomial basis functions:

f ~m!> (
j52N

1N

f ~m j !
P2N~m!

~m2m j !P2N8 ~m j !

5 (
j52N

1N

f ~m j !w j~m!, ~28!

where the expansion polynomialsw j (m) defined in Eq.~28!
equal unity whenm5m j and equal zero whenm5m iÞ j .
Thus the approximation givesf (m) exactly at each of the
ordinates and is exact for allm if f (m) is a polynomial of
order 2N21 or less.9 This expansion, Eq.~28!, can be used
to approximate the intensity at some off-ordinate value given
the values on-ordinate. The value ofI in a direction defined
by m i off-ordinate is approximated by

I ~m i !> (
j52N

1N

I ~m j !
P2N~m i !

~m i2m j !P2N8 ~m j !
. ~29!

Equation~29! implies that the off-ordinate intensity is related
to each of the on-ordinate intensities. The interpolation given
by Eq. ~29! will be exact if the intensity is well defined by a
2N21 degree polynomial. Thus the error associated with
this interpolation is related to the higher-order behavior of
the intensities.

The problem of mode conversion at the surface may
now be examined. An on-ordinate downwardI SV at the sur-
face is related to some off-ordinate upwardI L through the
reflection coefficient

I SV~mk.0!5RLSV
I I L~m i,0!, ~30!

where mk is on-ordinate andm i is off-ordinate. The two
angles which definemk and m i are related through Snell’s
law, Eq.~19!. Using the approximation given in Eq.~29!, Eq.
~30! becomes

I SV~mk.0!5RLSV
I (

j52N

21

I L~m j,0!
P2N~m i !

~m i2m j !P2N8 ~m j !
.

~31!

This approximation provides a relation between the on-
ordinate downwardSV intensity in terms of the on-ordinate
upwardL intensities. A similar approximation is made for
theSV to L conversion:

I L~mk.0!5RSVL
I (

j52N

21

I SV~m j,0!
P2N~m i !

~m i2m j !P2N8 ~m j !
.

~32!

In the previous numerical discussion,6,7,11a vectorI was
defined as

I ~z!5 H I2~z!

I1~z!J 55
II~z,m2N!

•

•

•

II~z,m1N!
6 , ~33!

which contains the Stokes parameters for each of the direc-
tional components. The previously used transparent bound-
ary condition implied thatI (z50)50. The reflective bound-
ary condition for this vector is now

I1~z50!5RI2~z50!, ~34!

where the discretized reflection matrixR has the form
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R53
0 r SVL 0 0 0 r LL r SVL 0 0 0

r LSV 0 0 0 0 r LSV r SVSV 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 . . . 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 r UU r VU

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 r UV r VV

• • •

• • •

• • • •

r LL r SVL 0 0 0 0 r SVL 0 0 0

r LSV r SVSV 0 0 0 r LSV 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 . . . 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 r UU r VU 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 r UV r VV 0 0 0 0 0

4 . ~35!

The components ofR are the discretized reflection coeffi-
cients. The form of the 535 submatrices shown in the upper
right and lower left corners of Eq.~35! repeats down the
diagonal. The other 535 submatrices given in Eq.~35! com-
prise the remainder ofR and represent the interpolation
terms.

With the boundary condition given in Eq.~34! the solu-
tion using discrete ordinates follows previous
developments.6,7,11Solution methods other than the one dis-
cussed here are possible, but in order to use the discrete
ordinates method, an interpolation scheme was needed. One
could imagine using a different discretization for the longi-
tudinal and transverse intensities such that the mode conver-
sion would occur directly from anL ordinate to anSV ordi-
nate. This method may simplify the boundary condition but
may create additional difficulties. Because these new ordi-
nates would not necessarily be the Gaussian ordinates pre-
scribed by the discrete ordinates method, more ordinates may
be needed to obtain the necessary convergence. This option
will not be examined further but merely noted as a possible
alternative to the above interpolation scheme.

IV. STEADY-STATE RESULTS

The polycrystalline URTE given in Eq.~3! was solved
using the discrete ordinates method with the reflection
boundary condition given in Eq.~5!. An exponential two-
point correlation function was assumed such that
W(r )5e2br whereb is a measure of the inverse length scale
which is on the order of the grain size. The excitation is a
plane wave in the fluid with fluxF f normally incident on the
polycrystalline medium. The total flux entering the solid is
thenTfL

p F f , whereTfL
p is the power transmission coefficient

from the fluid to a longitudinal wave in the solid. For normal
incidence15

TfL
p 54

r fcf
rcL

S 1

11r fcf /rcL
D 2. ~36!

The backscattered intensity in the fluid as a function of
angle is shown in Fig. 4~a! for polycrystalline iron at low
dimensionless frequencyxT5v/cTb50.5. Thelongitudinal
and shear vertical contributions to the fluid intensity are
shown separately in Fig. 4~b! to show the contribution from
each mode. The critical angles for both wave types are ap-
parent. The longitudinal contribution has a maximum at nor-
mal incidence and decreases until the longitudinal critical
angle is reached. The shear vertical contribution is zero at
normal incidence as expected and slowly increases until the
longitudinal critical angle is reached. The shear vertical con-
tribution then reaches a maximum and decreases until the
shear vertical critical angle is reached. The angular depen-
dence of the backscattered intensity for other frequencies is
similar to Fig. 4 and is not shown. Figure 4 suggests that the
fluid intensity will be rather constant within the longitudinal
critical angle. Thus one may be able to avoid the large front
face reflection by orienting the receiving transducer slightly
away from normal for steady-state measurements.

The intensity in the solid as a function of dimensionless
depth,t5kTz, is shown in Fig. 5 for polycrystalline iron at
a high frequencyxT53.5. Thehorizontal line is them50
line which denotes the demarcation between the upward

FIG. 4. Angular dependence of the steady-state intensity in the water as a
function of angle for a normally incident longitudinal wave,xT50.5,with-
out absorption:~a! total fluid intensity,~b! separation of longitudinal~solid
line! and shear vertical~dashed line! contributions.
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~m,0! and downward~m.0! propagating intensities. The
upward intensities at the surface,t50, represent the intensi-
ties before they have passed through the interface. The up-
ward intensities just beneath the surface are nearly isotropic.
This result implies that the angular structure seen in Fig. 4
for the intensity in the fluid is almost entirely the result of the
angular dependence of the transmission coefficients. The lon-
gitudinal and shear horizontal intensities in the downward
direction are nearly isotropic as well. The shear vertical in-
tensity has some structure which is the result of the angular
dependence of the reflection coefficients. The shear horizon-
tal intensity is symmetric about them50 line as expected.

Figure 5 may be compared with previous results for the
same parameters with a transparent boundary condition.6

Away from the boundary, the vertical and horizontal shear
intensities converge and become isotropic as before. With the
boundary, the intensities reach the diffusive limit at much
shallower depths. In fact, the shear intensities are isotropic
after only three shear mean free paths. The longitudinal in-
tensity takes longer to become isotropic as before, but is
much more isotropic for all depths than previously. Thus it
can be seen that the boundary reflection increases the ap-
proach to the diffusive limit. Results for lower frequencies
are nearly isotropic at all depths.

The effect of the impedance mismatch between the fluid
and solid is seen by comparing the above results for iron in
water with results for a lesser mismatch aluminum–water
system. Figure 6 contains the angular dependence as a func-
tion of angle for polycrystalline aluminum atxT53.5. The
approach to the diffusive limit, especially for the longitudinal
intensity, is much slower in this case and occurs at depths
almost as deep as without the boundary effects.

The influence of the boundary on the steady-state mul-
tiply scattered solutions is intuitively satisfying. The diffu-
sion regime is reached at shallower depths and is a function
of the water–solid impedance mismatch. It was also shown
that the upward intensity just beneath the surface is nearly
isotropic and equipartitioned which may be a useful result
for diffusivity measurement experiments.

V. TIME-DEPENDENT RESULTS

The time-dependent URTE was solved using the reflec-
tion boundary condition given above. Figure 7 shows the
backscattered~m521! fluid intensity as a function of dimen-
sionless time,j5cTkTt, measured in units of shear mean
free times. This figure may be compared with results which
did not include boundary effects.7 The peak in the multiply
backscattered intensity with the boundary occurs later than
before and is much wider. Both of these effects are the result
of the energy having a more difficult time escaping the scat-
tering medium. The effect of absorption is also more pro-
nounced. The dimensionless absorption,ỹT5yT/kT , is mea-
sured with respect to the scattering attenuation. The
absorption rate per wavelength was assumed constant such
thatyLcL5yTcT . The solutions with absorption deviate more
from the zero absorption solution than the solutions without
the boundary effects as expected. Because a typical ray is
less likely to escape from the medium, it will be more greatly
affected by absorption.

A comparison of the qualitative features of the two so-
lutions may be examined by dividing the reflective solution
by the two transmission factorsTLf

I andTfL
p . This compari-

son is shown in Fig. 8 for polycrystalline iron atxT50.5
without absorption. The two solutions agree atj50 which

FIG. 5. Angular dependence of intensity as a function of dimensionless
depth for iron in water,xT53.5,without absorption for the three modesI L
~solid line!, I SV ~dotted!, andI SH ~dot dash!.

FIG. 6. Angular dependence of intensity as a function of dimensionless
depth for aluminum in water,xT53.5, without absorption for the three
modesI L ~solid line!, I SV ~dotted!, andI SH ~dot dash!.
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provides confidence in the numerical work. The reflective
solution is seen to rise much more quickly and decay much
more slowly than the transparent boundary solution. The
slower decay at late times is expected since the energy takes
longer to escape the solid as discussed above. The quicker
rate of increase was unexpected and not fully understood.

VI. DISCUSSION

A fluid–solid boundary condition has been presented for
use with ultrasonic radiative transfer theory. This type of
boundary condition is more realistic for comparison with ex-
periments which are normally performed in a water bath.
Both the steady-state and time-dependent results qualita-
tively behaved as expected. The steady-state solutions
reached an isotropic, diffusive limit at shallower depths than
with the transparent boundary and were nearly equiparti-
tioned just beneath the specimen surface. The time-
dependent results decayed much more slowly and were more
significantly affected by absorption. Both of these effects oc-
cur because the energy has a more difficult time escaping the
scattering medium.
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FIG. 7. Backscattered~m521! fluid intensity versus dimensionless time,
j5cTkTt, at dimensionless inner frequencyxT50.5 for different absorption
rates: no absorption~solid line!, ỹT50.001 ~dotted!, ỹT50.01 ~dot dash!,
and ỹT50.111 ~small dash!. The singly scattered solution without absorp-
tion is shown by the large dashes.

FIG. 8. Backscattered~m521! fluid intensity versus dimensionless time,
j5cTkTt, at dimensionless inner frequencyxT50.5 with ~solid line! and
without ~small dash! the boundary. The solution with the boundary has been
divided by the two transmission coefficients,TLf

I andTfL
p .
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